
ZAMBIA and Victoria Falls

> Explore the  largest waterfalls in the world! 
> Safari by boat and canoe on the mighty Zambezi River! 
> Track wildlife on foot during spectacular walking safaris. 

in Zimbabwe
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>>> Explore the most amazing corners of Zambia in 5 stops on this Fly-in Safari.  
This fantastic fly in safari combines 3 extraordinary destinations in one trip.  

1.   Your first stop is the breath-taking Victoria Falls – whether you’re an adventurer or not there’s plenty here to get your trip off to a flying start!  

2.   Then it’s over to the Lower Zambezi where you’ll mix your game drives with boat safaris and canoe trips, and perhaps a big of fishing too.  

3.  Lastly, you’ll head to the South Luangwa, home of the walking safari, for some serious wildlife-watching both on foot and on traditional game drives!  

4.  OPTIONAL extra stop - Glide in a Hot Air Balloon over the amazing Kafue National Park  
5.  The trip ends with a night in bustling Lusaka to reflect on this adventure and comfortably connect to the flight home the next day. 
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Day 1 & 2  |  Victoria Falls! 

Arrival at Victoria Falls International Airport in Zimbabwe 

Most international flight to the area land in VicFalls, 
Zimbabwe. Just 10km away from the boarder of Zambia.  
 
Both the town Victoria Falls and Livingstone offer great 
accommodation options to explore the World’s Largest 
Waterfalls!  

About The Victoria Falls (Zimbabwe & Zambia)  

Victoria Falls is one of the world’s most impressive waterfalls. 

It is set on the magnificent Zambezi River which creates the 

border between Zambia and Zimbabwe.  

These spectacular falls can be easily visited and viewed from 

the Zimbabwean side. Considered to be the world’s widest 

waterfalls, Victoria Falls measures 1708 metres in width.  

The small town of Victoria Falls, which lies adjacent to the 

waterfalls, serves as a great base from which to explore the 

attractions this area of Zimbabwe has to offer.  

The surrounding area provides a wide range of adrenalin-

filled activities for adventure lovers. Visitors can look forward 

to an array of wonderful activities including: scenic flights, 

micro lighting, white water rafting, bungee jumping, 

kayaking and trips to the National Park. 

Brand new Victoria Falls Airport 

Victoria Falls,

Zimbabwe
Zambia

< 1708m wide > “the largest waterfalls in the world!“



Day 1 & 2  |   
Overnight at 
Toka Leya on the Zambezi.

Toka Leya Camp on the Zambezi River in Zambia. 

Only 30min drive from the Victoria Falls, you’ll be staying at Toka Leya. 
Overlooking the mighty Zambezi River and some of its islands, Toka Leya Camp is 
splendidly situated in the Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park.  

Twelve spacious en-suite safari-style tents (including three family tents) with 
expansive decks soak up the dramatic views and active wildlife. Wooden 
walkways snake between the units and main area, limiting our footprint on this 
pristine area. 

The camp’s generous dining, lounge and bar areas offer scenic relaxation and are 
complemented by an infinity pool, a sundeck for sumptuous meals and a convivial 
fire pit for night-time gatherings. The novel pizza oven is a great hit with all our 
guests, especially the younger ones! 



What to Do  at Vic Falls ?
In and around Victoria Falls there are so many things to do, you will have to 
little time to do them all, but here are some options:

Firstly there are plenty different ways of viewing the falls, you can do if by 
foot, from a Helicopter or even from a Micro-flight.

For the animal lovers you can get close to Cheetah & Leopard or Walk 
With Lions or go on a Elephant-Back Safari. 

For the real adrenaline junkies you could go for a bun-jee jump or go river-
rafting on the mighty Zambezi River!

And if all this has really exhausted you, you can reside back to the Stanley 
Safari Lodge and spend some time by the magnificent pool with a view over 
the Mighty Smoke That Thunders. 

 

The “Smoke that Thunders”



Day 3 to 5  |  Lower Zambezi

                        From Victoria Fall our guide will bring you into Zambia where you 
will fly out in the morning to the Lower Zambezi. FLY @ 12h00 - ETA @ 14h00 

Lower Zambezi 
Located on the Zimbabwean border in the southern reaches of Zambia, the 
Lower Zambezi region is best known as the home to the Lower Zambezi National 
Park which features exceptional, undeveloped wildlife areas.  

It is renowned for its abundant game and a variety of different wildlife can be 
spotted such as hippos, buffalo, crocodiles, fish eagles and herds of elephants.  

The landscape features rugged unspoilt wilderness made up of vast floodplains 
scattered with indigenous woodlands.  

Visitors can look forward to an array of wonderful activities along the Zambezi 
including game drives, walking safaris, canoe trips and excellent tiger fishing. 

Pure Wilderness along the  
Mighty Zambezi River 



Day 3 to 5  in the  Lower Zambezi

Only 8 lodges & camps
in the whole Lower Zambezi

Drift down the Zambezi River in a Canoe

See some of the last large “Wild Dog” packs in Africa

Take a boat safari on the Zambezi River! 



Day 3 to 5  |  Lower Zambezi
Overnight at Baines Camp 

There are various great locations to stay in Lower Zambezi. Once of our favourites 
here is Baines Camp where we suggest you’ll spend the next 3 nights. 

In the heart of the Zambian bush on the Northern banks of the Zambezi River, you will 
find the beautiful and grand Baines River Camp. ( https://bainesrivercamp.com )  

Luxury accommodation in a remote setting, it’s the ultimate safari choice. Named after 
the famous explorer Thomas Baines the camp offers a diverse and exciting experience 
to its guests. Not only are you able to enjoy the spectacular scenery and rich wildlife, but 
there are also a number of activities on offer to ensure you get the complete African safari 
experience.

Baines Camp 

https://bainesrivercamp.com


Day 3 to 5  |  Lower Zambezi
Overnight at Baines Camp 

3 surprise  activities only offered at Baines’ River Camp 
One thing you can be sure of when visiting Baines Camp 
is that you will never run out of things to do in the Lower Zambezi. 

In addition to the “usual” activities one can expect to find on safari,  
we also include we have a selection of unique activities that no one else offers 
that we keep up our sleeve!

1. POP UP DINING 
Spontaneous dining in a wild, secluded 
area, whether its a sunrise breakfast or a starlit supper, is always a 
surprise treat for our guests coming around a corner to find our 
pop up bush restaurant as well as smiling staff. 

2. BEACH BOULES 
The sandy shores of the mighty Zambezi River offer a one-of-a-kind 
setting for a cold sundowner and test your accuracy with the most 
memorable game of beach boules.  

3. GIN TASTING & BAR 
If you’re serious about your G&T’s while on safari then you’ll be 
pleased to hear that Baines; has a wonderful gin tasting infused 
with African flavours so that you can find your perfect 
sundowner...what more could you ask for?  

Try your hand at catching tigerfish 



the Lower Zambezi is one of the few places in Africa 
where the trees grow so tall, they make the Elephants 
look small. 
“



Day 6 to 9  |  South Luangwa
                        From  the Lower Zambezi you will fly straight @ 09h30 to the 
South Luangwa National park, the birthplace of the “Walking Safari”.  

South Luangwa National Park  
Bordering the Luangwa River, the northern and southern Luangwa 
National Parks contain some of the most breathtaking and untouched 
wilderness in Africa. As a result of this and the parks’ successful anti-
poaching campaigns, the area has developed into a world-renowned 
wildlife haven.  

The South Luangwa National Park is renowned for its walking safari, which 
allows visitors to view elephant, hippo and even lion close-up under the 
supervision of professional and knowledgeable armed guides. 

South Luangwa is know as one of the best corners 
of Africa to spot the lusive leopard.  

The concept of a “Walking Safari” was born here, 
and still today the best place in Africa to undertake one. 



Overnight: Flatdogs Camp  View iBrochure 
 
This amazing small and private camp has two private homes for you in the bush:  

The luxurious Crocodile Nest is a two bed-roomed tented house with private pool, which comes with 

a private vehicle and guide.  The wilder Jackalberry Treehouse is a two bed-roomed, open-fronted 

reed house built on platforms around four live Ebony trees, over-looking a game rich waterhole.   The 

luxury tents are spread out along the riverbank and are the “Africa under canvas” experience, often 

with elephant browsing around them and hippo grazing just outside.   

The food at Flatdogs is renowned in the safari world as they have an a la carte restaurant serving a 

wide range of delicious & creative meals catering to all diets and needs. Safaris are led by expert 

guides who have studied all facets of the natural world.  They can explain in detail the inter-locking 

ecology of the Park and use nature’s alarm calls to find interesting sightings for guests rather than 

following the herd!

Day 6 to 9  |  South Luangwa 
Flatdogs Camp - Private houses 

Flatdogs Camp

https://wetu.com/iBrochure/2260_22601


If I have ever 
seen magic,  
it’s been in 
Africa.  

- John Hemmingway

“



OPTIONAL ADD-ON | Kafue National Park
                        Kafue National Park is 3 x the size of South Luangwa,  
                      it is the oldest park in Zambia  
                     with only three lodges here, this is a very exclusive safari destination.  

Kafue National Park 
Set in the heart of western Zambia, Kafue National Park is the country's biggest and oldest National Park. Three 
rivers form the lifeblood of the reserve namely the Lufupa, Lunga and Kafue rivers with the annual summer flood 
of the Lufupa creating an impressive floodplain delta.  

The floodplains, rivers, and woodlands support an impressive array of animal and birdlife and a number of 
private lodges make this remarkable reserve easier to visit.  

Visitors can look forward to catching a glimpse of the hippos swimming in the waters of Lake Itezhi-Tezhi, 
viewing abundant birdlife and a variety of game on the northern Busanga Plains such as zebras and lions; and in 
the more remote southern Nanzhila Plains antelopes and elephants can be spotted. 

Float over this amazing national park
 in  a hot-air balloon!  



OPTIONAL ADD 
 | Kafue National Park 
Shumba Camp 

Overnight: Shumba Camp  View iBrochure 
Kafue is vast, remote and utterly wild, and Shumba is the perfect camp from 

which to explore it. Several overlapping pride territories meet here at the ‘lion’s 

camp.’  

Panoramic floodplain views are dotted with herds of puku and lechwe, and 

occasional stands of fig and palm trees. The lions themselves sometimes use 

these trees as vantage points. 

The most luxurious accommodation in Kafue, Shumba is open during the dry 

season each year. It comprises six luxury guest tents (including a family tent).  

Game drives and nature walks are perfectly complemented by serenely gliding 

over the plains in a hot air balloon.  

INSIDER'S TIP: Float high above the plains in a hot air balloon, the best way to 

see this scenic and remote ecosystem while looking out for wildlife below. End 

with a champagne breakfast! 

https://wetu.com/iBrochure/2260_9779


Optional | Afternoon in LUSAKA

From either South Luanda NP or Kafue NP you can fly back to 
Lusaka in the afternoon, where you have some time to reflect on 
the past trip and relax before you go back home.  
The small boutique guesthouse Latitude 15 is perfect for this.  

About Lusaka 
Lusaka, Zambia’s cosmopolitan capital, is a typical modern African city. Set 

on open plains at the heart of the country, the city serves as Zambia’s 

rapidly developing economic and transport hub with new buildings 

popping up everywhere and many chain stores and shopping malls 

springing up all over the sprawling suburbs. Lusaka’s wide, tree-lined 

boulevards feature a range of tourist facilities including hotels, guest 

houses, coffee shops, fast food outlets, nightclubs and pubs. 

Overnight: Latitude 15°   
Nestled into Zambia’s peaceful upscale Kabulonga District of Lusaka, this 

32 bedroom boutique hotel is the newest, sleekest, most exciting addition 

to the Latitude Hotel collection. At Latitude 15°, you’ll be surrounded by 

locally sourced art, vibrant décor, progressive architecture and an 

innovative and creative vibe.  

Whether you’re in Lusaka on business, holiday, or a romantic getaway, the 

hotel’s high-tech conveniences, oversize luxury bedrooms, beautiful 

landscaped gardens and top-notch dining experience helps you to relax 

and re-energize. Dine at the intimate hotel restaurant, sip cocktails by the 

pool, enjoy an alfresco lunch on the terrace, or surf the net - coffee in 

hand - from a comfy sofa. With high level of sophistication and service - 

this hotel was created with the aim of fulfilling one simple promise: to 

deliver more than even the most discerning traveller expects. 

Latitude 15°



“You can leave Africa,  
But Africa will never Leave you”

Day 10 | The End.  
 
From Lusaka you can fly back home or continue to your  
next safari destination.   

Feel free to contact us for more  
information about this whole tour or just part of it.  

Timo & Michele Denys 

For more info or questions 
Contact Atelier Africa Safaris. 

Timothy & Michele Denys  

+264 81 229 65 66 🇳🇦  (whatsapp) 

+32 474 311 486 🇧🇪  (facetime) 

Skype: timodenijs 
www.atelier-africa.com  

http://www.atelier-africa.com

